Preliminaries
In this paper we proved the classical Weil theorem and we introduced the notion of Pontriagin characteristic classes for the locally free sheaves of modules over a differential space defined by R. Sikorski in [5] • Let (M,C) be a differential space. By C we denote the sheaf of all smooth functions on M and by r^ the weakest topology on M such that all functions from C are continuous and by X the sheaf of all smooth vector fields on the differential space (M,C). Definition 1.1. A sheaf JT over the differential space (M,C) is called a locally free sheaf of C-modules of rank n if for any point p e M there exists an open set U 3 p as well as a local C(U)-base of C(U)-module >/P(U) containing n elements.
A Example 1.1. Let V be a n-dimensional differential module of the linear ^-fields on the differential space (M,C) [5] , where $ is a function on such that for ar^ point peM $(p) is a n-dimensional vector space over R. The differential module V of linear i-fields on the differential space (M,C) determines the sheaf over the (M,C) in the following way:
V(U) = W^ for any U £ zQ -699 - Of course the sheaf W is a locally free sheaf of C-modules of rank n. Example 1.2. Let JC be s locally free sheaf of C-modules over the differential space (M,C). By Awe denote the sheaf of the skew-symmetric k-linear mappings of C-module ï into C -module JP. The sheaf A k (3E,JV) is locally free, k too [4j . In the case when uV> = t the sheaf A (3E,Jf) is called the sheaf of the exterior k-forms over the differential space (M,C).
In this work we accept the following definition of the exterior derivation of the exterior forms [4] , [6] :
1° If k = 0 and ae A°(Ï(M) ,t(M) ) := C then (dct)(X) = X(a)
for any Xeï(M).
2° if k*1 and ojeA
for any X 1f ...,X k+1 eï(M).
Next, by H (M), k = 0,1,... we denote the k-th de Rham 00-homology group of the differential spaae (M,C). Put H*(M) s= for i,j = 1,2,...,n we obtain the matrix of 2-forms called the matrix of curvature of the connection D^with respect to the local C(U)-base e. Hence forth, when the connection D in the sheaf Jf will be fixed then the matrices i>(D,e) as well as 0(D,e) are denoted by iHe) and 0(e) respectively.
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Let GL(n, C(U)) be a C(U)-module of non-singular matrices with the values in t(U). Then for geGL(n, C(U) ) and the looall C.(U)-base e = (e^,.., t fl n ) we define a new local C(U)-base by the formula eg = (g^i»«• • »gn e i^ » i=1»2,...,n, Simillary as in the theory of vector bundles over a differential manifold it is easy to verify the following transformation laws (3) g tf(eg) = dg + iHe)g,
In the Weil formalism, as it is known [6] , the most important are those forms which transformation laws are of the form (4). They are, as it is easy to show [4] , all skew-symme- [4] . Now, we will give some of them, which are used in the next:
such that its matrix with respect to a local C(U)-base e is defined by (6) (Du) (e) = (d|U)(u(e)) +iJ>(e)Aw(e) + (-1 )
where D is a connection in JC and i)"(®) is the matrix of the connection D with respect to a local C(U)-base e.
(b) The exterior product of a k-form ^e A k (I(M) ,JL{Jf(H), Jf(M))) and 1-form <t > £ A 1 (I (M), X(/f(M), ^(M))) is the k+l-form X a ye A k+1 (3E(M), ¿(JV(M), jr(M))) such that its matrix with respect to a local C(U)-base e has the form (7) (% A^»)(e) = %(e) Ai(i(e).
The Lie bracket is given by the formula kl (8)
, ni] := J;AI|) -(-1) ^A^.
Analogically as in the theory of differential manifolds one can prove the following identities [4]: 
ai^ (e).
It is easy to cheok that this definition is independent of the choice of a local base.
One can prove the following lemma. If co e A* (3E(M), C(M) ) [t] we also define (22) (du)(t) := du Q + du.,t + ... + du> n t n .
It is easy to eee that
\ a ' a for any ueA*(I(M), C(M) ) [t] and a,beR.
-706 -Let us observe that the operation of derivation and integration described above are particular examples of analogical operations defined in general case in [3] . These simple algebraic operations are usefull for the proof of the following fundamental theorems Theorem 1 (Weil); Let Jf be a locally free sheaf of C-modules of rank n and let D be a connection inJV. Suppose that P e I k (M n (R)). Then (a) 2k-form P( is closed i.e. dP( 6 ) =0 (b) the cohomology class [P( 0 )] e H 2k (M) is independent of the connection D.
Proof.
(a) From Lemma 2.2 we have that k dp( e ) = p(e ,...,De,..., e), 
t).
Hence and (31) we have (32) Jf P( 8t) = kP(D7+ 2t 7A7, 6t,..., ®t) = = kP(D7, ®t,..., 8t) + 2tlkP(7A7, 0t,..., ®t) = = QfD^, ®t) + 2tQ(7a 7, et).
Prom the symmetry of k-form P and by virtue of identity (16) Ii,(M (R)} into H*(M), where 8 is the curvature matrix k*0 of any connection in Jf ; w is called the Weil homomorphism [2] , [6] .
In particular, if P 1 , i = 1,2,...,n, denote the elementary invariant forms [6] we obtain the following definition. Definition 2.1. Let Jf be a sheaf of t-modules locally free of rank n equipped with a connection D.
The k-th Pontriagin class of the sheaf Jf, denoted by Pk(<^) » is defined to be pk(tf) := [^(^e)] £ H 2k (M), k= 1,2,...,n.
The total Pontriagin class of the sheaf Jf is defined to be n p(Jf) = £ Pit/H e H*(M). i=1
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that the Pontriagin classes are well defined and independent of the connection D used to define them.
